
Y&L is dedicated to supporting San Antonio in extraordinary ways. 
Sure, we are happy to financially contribute to many local charities, 
participate in golf tournaments and the like, but we don’t feel that 
is going far enough to enrich the city where we live and work. As 
a leader within the area of IT solutions for many of San Antonio’s 
businesses we recognize the need to develop and deploy local talent 
in an effort to do our part in support of SA2020 and becoming the 
Cyber City. 

True change requires getting involved with people at the grass 
roots level. Y&L leverages our strong network of clients and our IT 
expertise to help local San Antonians. 
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Educating the Educators:

Y&L brought school district leadership (teachers, administrators, councilors, etc.) together in a forum to directly 
experience some of today’s leading technologies. Key school staff was invited to visit some of our local, major 
area companies to listen to Chief Information Officers explain the benefits of a career in Information Technology. 
For students whose post high school direction was unclear or who felt attending a traditional trade school was 
their only option, local business and Y&L leadership explained to educators:

• Where students could go post high school for initial training in some of the most common 
technologies used by San Antonio companies.

• What types of entry level positions exist post training (beginning programmer, project manager, 
Quality Assurance manual tester, etc.).

• What the career paths look like for these different positions along with anticipated  
income earning potential.

Too often, councilors and teachers find it difficult to understand and keep up with what is current in IT industry 
trends. With this program we strive to empower educators with knowledge crucial in passing along proper 
vision to inspire and guide students. Our goals are to:

• Bridge the gap between education and leading edge business needs.

• Help San Antonio schools better cultivate technology talent.

• Create awareness in high school students regarding the benefits and logical path toward  
becoming an IT professional.

• Build corporate cohesion in the community and prime companies to take on local talent.

Starting with High School
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“ All of the district staff came  
away with new ideas on how  
to motivate students to 
choose a career pathway  
in the technical arena.”

 — Phillip R. Chavez 
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum  
and Instruction, Southside Independent  
School District
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Going from Education  
to an IT Career Path:
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Over the last three years, Y&L has taken recent graduates and trained them in the areas of .Net programming, 
network administration, project management, recruiting, SAP programming, quality assurance testing and 
product management. We suggest an area of concentration (programming, QA, project management, etc.) 
based on each individual’s educational background, career interests and personality type. Once we have 
landed on a path, we provide one-on-one training. For example, if the individual has learned some beginning 
programming at a community college, we step it up with training on a specific application (Java, .Net, etc.) or 
if the person has a good understanding of a particular application, we may train on one of the more popular 
packaged software solutions (SAP, ATG, etc.). Whatever the training , it is specific to the programming and 
QA needs within San Antonio. Many of the graduates we work with are from San Antonio and have no desire 
to leave, so it is important that we train them on applications and skills needed by our San Antonio clients.

In many cases, our clients require highly specialized IT talent to handle various planning, programming and 
testing needs. However, there are times when they are willing to take in recently trained individuals and give 
them a chance. Y&L actively seeks out those “chances.” Many of our interns have moved on to enjoy careers 
at local, San Antonio-based companies.

Moving Beyond College and IT Coursework

A mid-size bank in San Antonio was looking for an economical way to complete some short term, QA manual 
testing on their new eCommerce features prior to launch. The client was trying to watch costs and asked Y&L 
to come up with a creative solution for conducting the testing quickly, accurately and within a very tight budget.

Y&L worked with the client to understand the skill sets needed. When it was uncovered that the project would 
not require deep experience in QA testing, we started down an interesting path. Instead of our traditional 
recruiting processes, we went out into the San Antonio community and approached college-aged individuals, 
young mothers looking for something challenging and even a retired real estate agent who was motivated 
to learn.

After completion of the project, we were able to secure an IT help desk job for one of our college student 
testers within a San Antonio-based, petroleum distribution company. Two of the testers, both mothers who 
were out of the workforce, landed jobs at financial institutions as experienced, manual QA testers, realizing 
a 40% salary increase. Another QA tester, a graduate of Southside High School who was working at Target for 
minimum wage, decided to go back to college based upon this experience. She also got a job as an experienced 
tester. All of these individuals were able to improve their quality of life and put themselves onto a promising 
professional track because of the compassion of our client and the creativity of Y&L.

Giving Everyone an Opportunity
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Y&L Consulting, Inc.
7550 IH 10W, Suite 940, San Antonio, TX 78229 | 866-366-2099

About Y&L
Y&L Consulting, Inc. is a global provider of IT enterprise solutions and professional services. Headquartered in San 
Antonio, Texas, Y&L has assisted many of the region’s largest companies with their IT architecture, programming, and 
integration needs. Since Y&L’s inception, our goal has been to enhance both the processes and profitability of our 
clients. We understand that our success depends on their success.

For More Information: Email: solutions@ylconsulting.com | Visit: www.ylconsulting.com
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“ Y&L Consulting exemplifies the commitment we need from our business community to make  
a stronger San Antonio. The efforts they have taken, in a company of their size, to improve  
the technology prowess of everyday individuals is truly remarkable. I congratulate and  
appreciate what they have done.” 

— Mayor Julian Castro

solutions@ylconsulting.com

 
In times past, a city could attract large corporations with inexpensive real estate, tax incentives and large pools of 
unskilled labor. But as organizations have evolved and the global economy has become a reality, companies have more 
choices on where to locate and where to have their goods manufactured. Companies now want to operate where 
economic conditions are highly favorable but also where higher-skilled workers are available. A city with lesser skilled 
workers and which lacks the ability to upgrade worker skills has a difficult time attracting and retaining large businesses.

Specifically in regard to IT labor, corporations want to be located where there is an abundance of IT workers who can 
support their organization. In a city the size of San Antonio, real estate is abundant but skilled IT workers are not. The 
greater majority of our local companies rely on IT talent shipped in from other states and other countries. They have 
no other choice.

San Antonio’s home-grown economic competitiveness is directly tied to the skills of the labor provided to our local 
companies. If highly skilled labor needs to be shipped in from elsewhere, what is anchoring these companies to San 
Antonio? If our large local companies feel the need to outsource their labor what makes them feel compelled to support 
local small businesses? Not much. In fact, large and small businesses need to work together to create a critical mass of 
IT talent within the city.

We can’t complain about the outsourcing of high paying IT jobs if we ourselves are not doing anything about it. High 
school students as well as untrained labor need to be informed as to what these jobs are all about and how to acquire 
the training to begin to qualify for entry level IT jobs. Local businesses need to open their doors to IT interns, giving 
them a place to get hands-on experience. If we don’t like the direction things are going (or have went) then we need 
to work together to change it.

Building a Local  
Technology Workforce:


